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ABSTRACT (NO MORE THAN 500 WORDS:)
We are conducting research to apply information technology including simulation to the field of textiles and
apparel. Here, as examples, we introduce the development of the cloth displacement measurement method,
the simulation of the bellows action in clothes, and the research on virtualization of draping.
It is hard to say that the current fitting simulation of clothes is accurate enough to verify. In recent years, a
function of predicting a three-dimensional shape of clothes has been introduced into an apparel CAD system
which is a tool for pattern design. However, at the garment manufacturing site, it is said that the predicted
shape may not necessarily match the actual shape. Therefore, the actual measurement result of the shape of
the cloth is compared with the predicted shape by simulation to verify. For a real cloth, a three-dimensional
displacement measurement apparatus is used to obtain a three-dimensional shape, and from the obtained
data, the curvature at each position on the cloth is obtained. The curvature is also determined from the threedimensional shape predicted by simulation, and comparison and verification are performed.
An attempt was made to simulate "bellows action" of clothes. Thermal comfort is one of the important
factors in the comfort of clothes, and relates to air flow, heat and moisture in the air gap between the clothes
and the body. It is very difficult to experimentally clarify such an environment in clothes. The simulation of
bellows action was performed using computer fluid analysis (CFD). It was performed by CFD by the grid
method. In this method, the simulation becomes difficult as the deformation becomes complicated. There is
particle method in CFD as another method in which aggregation of fluid is presumed as particle. Since the
particle method can flexibly cope with the deformation of the boundary, we tried the simulation by this
method.
We are constructing a system in which draping is virtualized. Draping is one of the design methods of the
pattern of clothes, and while it is possible to design clothes that fit the human body, it requires time and
labour. We aim to make the processes more efficient by virtualizing. For virtual draping, we model cloth,
hand, and dress form, which are elements that make up draping in the real world. The cloth model is
deformed in the virtual space according to the dynamic formulation. A sensor is used to capture the hand
movement in the real world, and the movement is reflected in the hand model. This enables manipulation of
the cloth model in the virtual world by the hand movement in the real world. In addition, a dress form model
is created from three-dimensional measurement data, and a cloth model is applied on the surface of the dress
from to design a paper pattern. The aim is to make the pattern design of various clothes by adding dart and
determining pattern boundary.

